HY TEK

New floors: woods and textures
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Hy Tek is a high-density composite wood floor
for interior applications, perfectly suited to high
traffic environments such as hotels, offices,
museums, airports, shops, etc.
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Our new wood species
combine the virtues, touch and
warmth of natural timber with
the technical requirements
necessary for installation in
residential spaces and high
traffic environments.
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Parklex is a company specialising in wood for architecture.
At our production facilities we design and manufacture
a variety of natural wood panels processed to eliminate
the requirement for specific maintenance or ongoing
treatment, apart from regular cleaning. Architects, Interior
Designers, businesses and individual consumers have
successfully installed Parklex products for many years.
Our extensive experience in the global market place
ensures we remain leaders in timber floor innovation.

Wood: Rustic Oak

Boards of different widths may be combined (of 2 or 3
widths). Our narrow (107mm wide) board is supplied
with a bevelled edge, to all 4 sides of each piece.
For storage, installation and assembly of Hy Tek, the
information detailed in our Technical Guide must be
followed. Our local Parklex office or importer/distributor
may also be contacted for assistance. View our website
www.parklex.com
Dimensions
107, 188, 290, 590 x 2450 mm
Thickness
14 mm

Four different boards widths
allows for a more traditional
and random look, created by
mixing different widths.

Wood: Olivier Ash

The moisture resistant surface,
applicable to all finishes and woods,
allows Hy Tek to be installed in areas
subject to frequent contact with
water. Our Class 2 antislip surface
assists in protecting against slips on
wet surfaces.

Wood: Smoked Grey Oak

Matt
With less light reflection than a normal gloss finish,
Matt presents a smooth and easily cleaned
surface. This finish is recommended for high traffic
public spaces.
UltraMatt
Our least reflecting finish. Its smooth surface
allows the intrinsic characteristics to be expressed.
Recommended for spaces requiring an anti-slip
surface. Hy Tek achieves the best standard (Class 2)
under slip resistance tests, in accordance with the
Spanish CTE code.

Woodskin®
Pressure exerted during the manufacturing process
creates an ‘open pore’ texture to the wood,
enhancing the natural grain and figuring.
Woodskin® UltraMatt
Our textured finish with a minimum of light reflection.
Also recommended for spaces requiring an anti-slip
surface. Hy Tek achieves the best standard (Class 2)
under slip resistance tests, in accordance with the
Spanish CTE code.
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Wood: Olivier Ash

Wood: Walnut
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